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casio’s first trademark watch appeared on september 25, 1970, and was released in japan. the first casio watch was the ct-83, which
was introduced in japan in september 1970 and continued through 1972. the ct-83 is a special, polychrome, round watch. the ct-83
was the only casio watch at the time, and has a comfortable, versatile, and compact design. during the 1970s, casio created further
models, such as the ct-84, the ct-88, and the ct-89. the first casio model of a smartwatch was the ct-81, and was released in 1970.

other important models from the ct-88 series include the st-97 and the cfx-88. these two models were specifically designed for
aircraft. it was during this time that casio broke the tradition of watchmaking and created some of the first computerized timepieces.

in the 1960s, computers were not powerful enough to be useful for timekeeping and meant that they were still useful for keeping
records. by the 1980s, many sports watches contained calculators and there were many who considered a traditional watch and a

calculator to be a contradiction in terms. casio provided some of the earliest watches that both contained calculators and were able to
be used to tell time. casio watches were created for two major groups; for those who needed the accuracy of a watch combined with
the portability of a calculator and for those who needed the portability of a calculator combined with the precision of a watch. casio
developed the world’s first touch-screen calculator watch (the st-79) and the world’s first computerized, touch-screen digital watch

(the pf-83). i think the casio wristwatch market "leadership" is the most powerful one in the world, not only for the new casio "custom
made" watches, but also for the casio "custom made" computer, casio "custom made" time piece time piece manual phone, casio
"custom made" digital calculators, and the casio "custom made" electric pocket instruments.all these "digital hand & wrist watch"
products are the best of the best(and oldest with the same name ).i'm looking for the casio out-door time piece with three hand &
wrist watch dials, and the casio out-door digital watch with three hand & wrist dials(possible pallet colors). because of the difficult

words to use casio branding(they need more improvements), i need a little help from you. i have not found these casio products on
the internet, and i would need these casio products for my collections, especially for my casio brand watch fans, who are from all over
the world. do you have some casio brand watch oem tools for me? can i email you to be sure i can receive the casio products from the

right places? thank you so much in advance. yours sincerely, craig nicholas
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on may 15, 2004, casio introduced the
s602n digital watch, the first digital watch
in the company's watch lineup. in 2006,
the ct-80 and ct-80w became the first
watches to offer an embedded triaxial
accelerometer, a feature now found on
many casio watches. the casio ct-80w,

released in april, 2007, was the first watch
to offer both a built-in digital clock and
motion sensor, and can be set to detect
movement and adjust the time display
accordingly. the watch can be set to
display only the time when motion is

detected, or can be programmed to beep
when the wearer is moving. on july 27,

2007, casio announced the casio g-shock,
a shock resistant watch with a digital

display. the casio g-shock 1 was released
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in march, 2008. a titanium-case version of
the g-shock 1 was released in april, 2009,
as well as a special limited edition version
in october, 2009. the casio g-shock 2 was
released in january, 2010. the g-shock 2

features a high-grade stainless steel case,
as well as a built-in altimeter for tracking
altitude. in may, 2010, casio released the
casio g-shock gts-500, the first of the g-

shock's water-resistant range. on may 25,
2011, casio introduced the f91w, a new
wearable watch in the g-shock range,

featuring a shock-resistant case, a quartz
time display, and a protective dust-proof
(water-resistant) coating. the f91w was

released in january, 2012. on august 25,
2012, casio launched the g-shock

gts-500xl, the first of the g-shock series to
feature a shock-resistant case and a

battery saver mode. casio fan myspace: >
thanks for your interest. i will be posting
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the casio.ckf file, but the soundfonts i
currently have are only for music that i
sampled. they are the casio sa-10, the

casio sa-21, and the casio g-shock.
however, the casio sa-10 is most

commonly used, so thats what i will post. i
may also post the casio sa-21 and casio g-

shock later on. 5ec8ef588b
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